
H&S Information Architects has been an FIS Information 

Systems partner for more than 5 years and have extensive 

knowledge and project experience for more than 30 years. 

H&S are located in Vienna, Austria (Headquarters) and 

Schwabach (Germany).

The inPoint Content Server CSS for SAP Business Solutions 

provides a secure access to documents via FIS/edc (invoice 

monitor) as well as additional monitors (i.e.. document monitor, 

order confi rmation monitor, sales order monitor).

FIS possesses great experience as a certifi ed 

SAP specialist and has convinced various 

industries with its own solutions over the years. 

With high-quality and made-to-measure 

solutions, FIS helps companies in all industries 

and of all sizes to overcome the challenges 

of the increasing digitization of the business 

environment. While doing this, FIS follows clearly 

defi ned values and guiding principles that should 

also convince you as an existing or new customer.

           https://www.fi s-gmbh.de
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Secure access to documents 
via FIS/edc (invoice monitor)
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 → Certified SAP ArchiveLinkTM interface.

 → inPoint CSS is certified by SAP as an archive link  

 software solution.

 → inPoint CSS stores images from FIS/edc monitors  

 (scanned documents and emailed attachments).  

 The images can also be viewed through SAP  

 (i.e. MIRO MIR4) transaction.

 → inPoint CSS is able to set a retention time for archived  

 images, after this period it is possible to delete the image.

 → inPoint CSS can also store other SAP related documents.

 → Administration is possible with SAP Basic Know how.

 → Supports all archiving methodology.

 → Supports all SAP Releases form SAP R/3 onwards.

 → Document view with SAP—Standard features.

 → Support and legal archiving and certified for  

 Several WORM storages. 

Functionality Summary of H&S inPoint Content Server for SAP

DATASHEET 

inPoint CSS Content Server  -  Secure access to documents via FIS/edc (invoice monitor)

inPoint CSS - Display of Image via FIS/edc monitors and SAP ERP.

For every document FIS/edc will 

create an IDoc with a link to the 

image (i.e. pdf format). The images 

are stored on the inPoint CSS  

server not a file server – creating 

additional space on the SAP server.

The inPoint Content Server CSS 

for SAP Business Solutions provi-

des a secure access to documents 

via FIS/edc (invoice monitor) as well 

as additional monitors (i.e.. docu-

ment monitor, order confirmation 

monitor, sales order monitor).
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For more technical details, please ask for our document „inPoint System Requirements PreRequisites“


